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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to study the polynomials orthogonal with respect to the following Sobolev inner product:
hP; Qis1 =
Z 2
0
P(ei)Q(ei) d() +
1

Z 2
0
P0(ei)Q0(ei) d(); z = ei; > 0;
where  is the normalized Lebesgue measure and  is a rational modication of . In this situation we analyse the algebraic
results and the asymptotic behaviour of such orthogonal polynomials. Moreover some properties about the distribution of
their zeros are given. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 42C05
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1. Introduction
The theory of orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle with respect to an inner product of
Sobolev type (discrete case) has been widely developed. The algebraic study has been extensively
developed and recently asymptotic properties were found (see [2,4,6]). On the contrary, in the
Sobolev continuous case, the only well-known example corresponds to the family zn because the
sequence of derivatives is also orthogonal with respect to the Lebesgue measure (see [7]).
Thus, in order to start a general theory, it is clear the interest of knowing explicit examples of
orthogonal polynomials for appropriate choices of measures, and so our aim in this paper is to obtain
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a new family of Sobolev orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle, and to study its more important
properties.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to present the problem and to
obtain the algebraic properties of such a family of Sobolev orthogonal polynomials. The main result
is Theorem 3 where the asymptotic behaviour of the norms is obtained. In Section 3 we deduce the
relative asymptotics o a circle of radius less than one (Theorem 11), as well as the distribution of
zeros (Theorem 9).
2. Orthogonal polynomials related to h ; is1 . Algebraic properties
Let d=2 be the normalized Lebesgue measure on [0; 2]. We consider, as usual, the Sobolev
space on the unit circle T= fz 2 C: jzj= 1g:
W 1; 2(T) =
(
f 2 L2(T): 9g 2 L2(T) such that
Z 2
0
f(ei)’0(ei)ei
d
2
= −
Z 2
0
g(ei)’(ei)ei
d
2
8’ 2 C1C(T)
)
and we denote g=f0. We recall that C1C(T) is the space of complex functions whose rst derivatives
exist and are continuous in T. Then we have:
Theorem 1. (i) W 1; 2(T) is a Hilbert space with the norm jj  jjs dened by
jjfjjs = (jjfjj22 + jjf0jj22)
1
2 =
 Z 2
0
jf(ei)j2 d
2
+
Z 2
0
jf0(ei)j2 d
2
! 1
2
:
(ii) The space P of polynomials is not dense in W 1; 2(T) and P = W 1; 2(T) \ L2+(T); with
L2+(T) = ff 2 L2(T): f^(n) = 0 8n< 0g; where f^(n) =
R 2
0 f(e
i)e−ind=2.
(iii) The sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials (MOPS) with respect to the inner product
h ; is is Pn(z) = zn.
(iv) minP(z)=zn+jjPjj2s = 1 + n2.
Proof. (i) We obtain the result proceeding in the same way as in [1] for the real case.
(ii) It is obtained following the ideas of the Szeg}o’s extremal problem (see [5]). Alternatively, it
can be deduced from a general result of Cohen (see [3]), about trigonometric approximation in the
Sobolev spaces Wr; 2[− ; ].
(iii) The sequence Pn(z) = zn has been characterized in [7] as the unique orthogonal polynomial
sequence whose derivatives are again an orthogonal sequence. Therefore Pn(z) = zn is the MOPS
related to the inner product h ; is.
(iv) It is a consequence of the well-known extremal property of the monic orthogonal polynomials
with respect to an inner product, (see [9]), and (iii).
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Following the previous ideas, we want to study the orthogonal polynomials with respect to the
Sobolev inner product
hP;Qis1 =
Z 2
0
P(ei)Q(ei) d() +
1

Z 2
0
P0(ei)Q0(ei) d();
where
d() =
d
2jei − j2 ; d() =
d
2
; jj< 1; and > 0:
Since the induced norm, jj  jjs1 in W 1; 2(T), is equivalent to jj  jjs then the space P is not jj  jjs1 -dense
in W 1; 2(T).
Theorem 2. The MOPS f ~ng with respect to h ; is1 is given by
~n(z) = zn−1(z − ) + n ~n−1(z) 8n>1; with (2.1)
n =
(n− 1)2
jj ~n−1jj2s1
and ~0(z) = 1: (2.2)
(This means that ~n(z) is completely determined by ~n−1(z) and jj ~n−1jj2s1 .)
Proof. Let fng be the MOPS related to the measure d(). We can write
n(z) = ~n(z) +
n−1X
k=0
n; k ~k(z) 8n>1:
Then, if we compute the Fourier coecients we get:
n; k jj ~k jj2s1 = hn(z); ~k(z)is1 ; k = 0; : : : ; n− 1:
Taking into account that n(z) = zn−1(z − ), we have
n; k =
hnzn−1 − (n− 1)zn−2; ~0k(z)i
jj ~k jj2s1
=−(n− 1)hz
n−2; ~
0
k(z)i
jj ~k jj2s1
=
8>><
>>:
0; k = 0; : : : ; n− 2
− (n− 1)
2
jj ~n−1jj2s1
; k = n− 1
and therefore we obtain Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2).
Corollary 1. The MOPS f ~ng satises the following three-term recurrence relation:
~n+1(z) = (z + n+1) ~n(z)− nz ~n−1(z); for n> 0; (2.3)
and initial conditions ~0(z) = 1; ~1(z) = z − .
Proof. From Eq. (2.1), taking into account that n+1(z) = zn(z), for n> 0, we have
~n+1(z)− n+1(z) ~n(z) = z ~n(z)− nz ~n−1(z); for n> 0;
from which the result follows.
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Corollary 2. If h ; is1 is the inner product considered in Theorem 2; the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) d() = d=2.
(ii) 8n>2 n = 0.
(iii) n = 0 for some n>2.
Proof. From Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) and taking into account Theorem 1(iii) it is straightforward
(i) , (ii).
Since it is obvious that (i) ) (iii), we prove (iii) ) (i).
If n = 0 for some n>2, then from Eq. (2.1) ~n+1(z) = n+1(z) + n+1 ~n(z) and from Eq. (2.3)
~n+1(z) = (z+ n+1) ~n(z). Therefore, z ~n(z) =n+1(z), and ~n(z) = zn−1(z− ). On the other hand,
since zn−1(z − ) must be orthogonal to zn−1 in the sense h ; is1 , then  must be zero.
Corollary 3. Let f ~ng be the MOPS related to h ; is1 . Then
(i) If  6= 0; then for every n>2; n 6= 0 and n = ~n(0)= ~n−1(0).
(ii) If  6= 0; then the sequence f ~ng veries the three-term backward recurrence relation:
~n−1(z) =
1
nz
[(z + n+1) ~n(z)− ~n+1(z)] 8n>2: (2.4)
(iii) If  6= 0; then jj ~n−1jj2s1 = (n− 1)2=n 8n>2.
(iv) ~n() = 0 8n>1.
(v) If  6= 0; then  is the only common zero of ~n and ~n−1.
Proof. (i) From Eq. (2.2), if  6= 0, then n 6= 0 8n>2. Taking z=0 in Eq. (2.1) we get ~1(0)=−
and ~n(0) = n ~n−1(0) for n>2. Then we obtain (i) by induction.
(ii) From Eq. (2.3), dividing by n we obtain the recurrence relation (2.4).
(iii) It follows from Eq. (2.2) and the fact that n 6= 0 8n>2.
(iv) From Eq. (2.1), ~n() = n ~n−1() 8n>1. On the other hand, ~1(z) = z −  and therefore,
~n() = 0; 8n>1.
(v) Assume there exists a  such that ~n() = ~n−1() = 0. Then, from Eq. (2.1), we get that
~n() = 0, and therefore =  or = 0. From (i) we know that  must be dierent from zero and
thus we conclude the result.
In the next result we obtain a non-linear dierence equation that satisfy the norms of the new
polynomials.
Corollary 4. Let f ~ng be the MOPS related to h ; is1 . Then
jj ~njj2s1 =
+ n2 + jj2(n− 1)2

− jj
2(n− 1)4
2jj ~n−1jj2s1
8n>1; (2.5)
with jj ~0jj2s1 = 1=1− jj2.
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Proof. (i) From Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), for n>1
jjnjj2s1 = jj ~n − n ~n−1jj2s1 = jj ~njj2s1 + jnj2jj ~n−1jj2s1 = jj ~njj2s1 +
jj2(n− 1)4
2jj ~n−1jj2s1
:
On the other hand,
jjnjj2s1 = hn; ni +
1

h0n; 0ni = 1 +
n2 + jj2(n− 1)2

; n>1:
Finally, jj ~0jj2s1 = jj1jj2s1 = h1; 1i = 1=1− jj2.
Corollary 5. For n>2 ~n(z) is given by
~n(z) = zn + (n − )zn−1 + n(n−1 − )zn−2 +   
+ n : : : k+2(k+1 − )zk +   + n : : : 3(2 − )z − n : : : 2: (2.6)
Proof. Use induction. For n= 2 we see that ~2(z) = z2 + (2 − )z − 2. If we assume Eq. (2.6)
is true for some n>2, then by applying Eq. (2.1), we obtain the result is true for n+ 1.
In order to study the asymptotic behaviour of the polynomials we obtain the asymptotic behaviour
of the norms in the next theorem.
Theorem 3. Let f ~ng be the MOPS related to h ; is1 . Then
(i) limn!1jj ~njj2s1=n2 = 1=.
(ii) There exists N 2 N such that fjj ~njjs1g1n=N is an increasing sequence.
Proof. (i) Since ~n(z) is the solution of the extremal problem concerning the norm jj  jjs1 we have
jjznjj2s1 =
1
1− jj2 +
n2

>jj ~njj2s1 : (2.7)
On the other hand,
jj ~njj2s1 = jj ~njj2 +
1

jj ~0njj2>h ~n; ~ni +
n2

>
n2

: (2.8)
Therefore,
1
n2(1− jj2) +
1

>
jj ~njj2s1
n2
>
1

; (2.9)
and taking limits when n tends to innity, we get (i).
(ii)
n2

>
1
1− jj2 +
(n− 1)2

, n> 1
2


1− jj2 + 1

:
Then, applying Eq. (2.9) we have, for such values of n,
jj ~njj2s1>
n2

>
1
1− jj2 +
(n− 1)2

>jj ~n−1jj2s1 :
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Corollary 6. Let fng be the sequence in Theorem 2. Then
jnj< jj 8n>2 and lim
n!1 n = : (2.10)
Proof. From Eq. (2.2) and Theorem 3(i) we deduce that limn!1n = . On the other hand, taking
into account Eq. (2.2) and using that jj ~njj2s1=n2> 1=, then jnj< jj.
Lemma 1.
lim
n!1 jj ~njj
2
 =
1
1− jj2 :
Proof. Since limn!1 jnj= jj and jnj< jj, then for  such that 0<< jj, there exists N 2 N
such that < jnj< jj, for all n>N .
Taking into account
jj ~N+1jj2 = jjN+1jj2 + jN+1j2jj ~N jj2; jjN+1jj2 = 1 and jj ~N jj2>1;
then jj ~N+1jj2>1 + 2 and, after n steps, we obtain jj ~N+njj2>
P2n
j=0 
j.
On the other hand, from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) we get 1=1− jj2>jj ~njj2 and therefore
1
1− jj2>lim jj
~N+njj2 = lim jj ~njj2>
1
1− 2 :
Since the inequalities are true for < jj, then
1
1− jj2>lim jj
~njj2> sup
<jj
1
1− 2 =
1
1− jj2 :
In the same way,
1
1− jj2>lim jj
~njj2>lim jj ~njj2>
1
1− jj2 :
Thus the result holds.
Theorem 4. Let f ~ng be the MOPS related to h ; is1 . Then
lim
n!1 jj ~n − z
njj2s1 = 0:
Proof. It is immediate that jj ~n − znjj2s1 = jjznjj2s1 − jj ~njj2s1 and if we apply Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) we
get
jjznjj2s1 =
1
1− jj2 +
n2

>jj ~njj2s1>jj ~njj2 +
n2

;
i.e.,
06jjznjj2s1 − jj ~njj2s16
1
1− jj2 − jj
~njj2:
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Thus, if we take limits and apply the previous Lemma we get the result, which means that for
n large enough ~n can be approximated by zn in the Sobolev norm, and the error is less than
([1=(1− jj2)]− jj ~njj2)
1
2 .
We note that it is immediate to deduce that the following limits are also zero:
lim
n!1 jj ~n − z
njj2 = 0 and limn!1 jj ~
0
n − nzn−1jj2 = 0:
Basically, it means that the relative asymptotics of ~n with respect to zn is 1 in the L2(T) space
while the relative asymptotics of ~
0
n with respect to nz
n−1 is also 1 in the L2(T) space.
3. Distribution of zeros and asymptotic properties
Since the norm jj ~njjs1 remains invariant if we change  for another complex number with the
same modulus, it is easy to obtain the following relations between the polynomials:
Theorem 5. Let d1 () = d=(2jei − 1j2) and d2 () = d=(2jei − 2j2) with j1j= j2j. If we
denote by ~n; 1 and ~n; 2 the corresponding Sobolev orthogonal polynomials then
(i) The relation between the coecients of both polynomials is given by
n; 2 =
2
1
n; 1 :
(ii) If ~n; 1 () = 0; then ~n; 2

21

= 0.
Proof. (i) It is immediate from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.2).
(ii) Again, from Eq. (2.6) and applying (i);
~n; 1 () = ( − 1)
 
n−1 +
n−2X
k=0
n; 1 : : : k+2; 1
k
!
= ( − 1)
 
n−1 +
n−2X
k=0

1
2
n−k+1
n; 2 : : : k+2; 2
k
!
=

1
2
n−1
~n; 2


2
1

:
Corollary 7. The zeros of ~n;jj are symmetric with respect to the real axis. The zeros of ~n;  are
symmetric with respect to the straight line y = x; x 2 R.
Proof. ~n;jj is a polynomial with real coecients and therefore its zeros are real or complex con-
jugate numbers.
On the other hand, we obtain the zeros of ~n;  from the zeros of ~n;jj making a rotation ei arg .
Then we turn the symmetric axis.
Remark 1. If we denote 	n−1;  = ~n; (z)=(z − ), then it is easy to obtain that 	n−1;  = zn−1 +Pn−2
k=0 n : : : k+2z
k for n>2. Therefore, if we consider > 0, then n > 0 for every n and 	n−1;  has
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real and positive coecients, and thus its zeros cannot be positive. Then  is the unique positive
zero of ~n; . Moreover,  is a single zero.
Following these ideas, for simplicity and without loss of generality, in the results coming next,
we can consider > 0.
First we recall a Theorem due to Anderson, Sa and Varga (see [8, Theorem 3:3:6, p. 275]),
about the location of zeros of polynomials and a result by Erd}os and Turan (see [8, Theorem 3:4:1,
p. 278]), concerning their distribution.
Theorem 6. Let P(z) =
Pn
k=0 akz
k ; n>1; be a polynomial with ak > 0 for all 06k6n. Setting
a=min06k<nfak=ak+1g and b=max06k<nfak=ak+1g; then all zeros of P are contained in the annulus
a6jzj6b.
Theorem 7. If the zeros of the polynomial P(z) =
Pn
k=0 akz
n−k ; with a0an 6= 0; are denoted by
z = r exp(i’); = 1; : : : ; n; then for every 06<62 we have
X
2I(; )
1−  − 
2
n
< 16
p
n logR;
where R= ja0j+   + janj=
pja0anj and the index set I(; ) is dened by I(; ) = f 2 f1; : : : ; ng:
6’6g.
In our case we obtain:
Theorem 8. The zeros of 	n are in the annulus n+1 : : : 2< jzj6.
Proof. Assume > 0, then a=min06k<nfak=ak+1g=min16k6nfk+1g>n+1 : : : 2, and b=max06k<n
fak=ak+1g=max16k6nfk+1g<.
Theorem 9. The zeros of ~n are uniformly distributed in angles with their vertex at the origin
when n tends to innity.
Proof. Assume > 0. If we divide the polynomial ~n(z) by 
Qn
k=2 k and make the change of
variable y = z=(
Qn
k=2 k)
1
n we get the polynomial
qn(y) = yn +
n − 
(
Qn
k=2 k)
1
n
yn−1 +
n(n−1 − )
(
Qn
k=2 k)
2
n
yn−2 +   +
Qn
k=3 k(2 − )
(
Qn
k=2 k)
n−1
n
y − 1;
with the same angular distribution of zeros as ~n(z).
If we apply Theorem 7 for qn(y) we have
R= 1 + 1 +
jn − j
(
Qn
k=2 k)
1
n
+
njn−1 − j
(
Qn
k=2 k)
2
n
+   +
Qn
k=3 k j2 − j
(
Qn
k=2 k)
n−1
n
:
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Thus, if we consider n(z) = zn + jn − jzn−1 + njn−1 − jzn−2 +   + Qnk=2 k , then
R=
1

Qn
k=2 k
n
0
B@
 

nY
k=2
k
! 1
n
1
CA< (n+ 1)
0
@ jj
(
Qn
k=2 k)
1
n
1
A
n
:
Therefore
logR
n
6
log(n+ 1)
n
+ log
0
@ jj
(
Qn
k=2 k)
1
n
1
A :
Thus we obtain limn!1 (logR)=n= 0.
Then,
lim
n!1 16
s
n logR
n2
= 0
and therefore, applying Theorem 7,
lim
n!1
jP2I(;) 1− −2 nj
n
= 0:
Thus ~n(z) has an uniform angular distribution of zeros when n tends to innity.
Finally we present some results about the asymptotic behaviour of the orthogonal polynomials.
Theorem 10. It holds that
lim
n!1
~n(z) = 0 uniformly for jzj6r < 1:
Proof. By using Eqs. (2.6) and (2.10) we get j ~n(z)j6rn+2Pn−1k=1 jjkrn−k+ jjn. If w=maxfr; jjg,
then j ~n(z)j6(n+ 1)2wn, which yields the result.
Theorem 11. It holds that
(i) limn!1 ~n(z)=zn = 1 uniformly on compact subsets of jj< jzj.
(ii) limn!1 ~
0
n(z)=nz
n−1 = 1 uniformly on compact subsets of jj< jzj.
Proof. (i) Let z such that jj<r6jzj6R. For 0> 0, choose > 0 such that =(r − jj)<0=2.
Since limn!1 n = , there exists k 2 N such that jn − j< for n>k and therefore(n − )1z + n(n−1 − ) 1z2 +   + n : : : k+2(k+1 − ) 1zn−k

<

jj
n−kX
j=1
z

j
<

jzj − jj6
0
2
:
On the other hand, for 0=4k there exists an m 2 N such that j=zjn < 0=4k 8n>m for r6jzj6R.
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As a consequence, for n>m+ k − 1
n : : : k+1(k − )zn−k+1
+   +
n : : : 3(2 − )zn−1
+
n : : : 2zn
62
nX
j=n−k+1
z

j
<
0
2
:
As a conclusion, for 0> 0 there exists an N = m + k − 1 such that 8n>N j ( ~n(z)=zn) − 1j<0
8z; jj<r6jzj6R.
(ii) By using Eq. (2.6) we have

~
0
n(z)
nzn−1
− 1
=
(n− 1)n (n − )1z + (n− 2)n n(n−1 − ) 1z2 +   
+
k
n
n : : : k+2(k+1 − ) 1zn−k +   +
1
n
n : : : 3(2 − ) 1zn−1
 :
Therefore, proceeding in the same way as in (i), we can deduce that for 0> 0 there exists an N =
m+ k − 1, with m and k chosen as before, such that 8n>N j ( ~0n(z)=nzn−1)− 1j<0 8z; jj<r6
jzj6R.
Remark 2. From the asymptotics of ~n, and the fact that ~n()=0 for all n>1 (Corollary 3), using
Vitali’s theorem it is easy to conclude that the sequence ~n(z)=zn cannot be uniformly bounded in
any annulus 0<r< jzj<R<1, with 0<r< jj<R.
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